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Abstract.
Let L be a real (Hausdorff) topological vector space. The space
%[L] of nonempty compact subsets of L forms a (Hausdorff) topological
semivector space with singleton origin when 3C[L] is given the uniform
(equivalently, the finite) hyperspace topology determined by L. Then %[L] is
locally compact iff L is so. Furthermore, 90.[Z,], the set of nonempty compact
convex subsets of L, is the largest pointwise convex subset of %[L] and is a
cancellative topological semivector space. For any nonempty compact and
convex set X C L, the collection SCSlX] C CK2[L]is nonempty compact and
convex. L is iseomorphically embeddable in 9©[L] and, in turn, there is a
smallest vector space £ in which 3<S[L] is algebraically embeddable (as a
cone). Furthermore, when L is locally convex, £ can be given a locally convex
vector topology 9" such mat the algebraic embedding of 9©[L] in £ is an
iseomorphism, and then £ is normable iff L is so; indeed, ?Tcan be so chosen
that, when L is normed, the embedding of L in 9<2,[L]and that of CK2[L]in
£ are both iseometries.

1. Preliminaries. R denotes the set of real numbers with the usual topology,
and R+ = (A G 7?|A > 0). For any set X, [X] denotes the set of nonempty
subsets of X. When A is a topological space, %[X] denotes the set of compact
nonempty subsets of X. When X lies in a real vector space, S[A] denotes the
set of convex nonempty subsets of X. Finally, when X lies in a real topological

vector space, 5(S[A] = %[X] n S[A].
In topologizing hyperspaces (i.e., spaces of subsets), we will use the uniform
topology, regarding which we adopt Michael [1] as standard reference. Let X
be a uniform space, and let [Ea C A X A|a G ffi) be a fundamental system of
symmetric entourages of X. The uniform topology for [X] is the topology

generated by declaring &a[A] = {B E [X]\B C Ea{A) and A C Ea{B)} for
each a £ fl to be a nbd of A {A E [X]). By the uniform topology on a
hyperspace %[X] C [X] is meant the relative topology of %[X] when [X]
carries the uniform topology.
1.0 Definition [2]. Let {S, ffi) be a commutative semigroup and 1ir: R+X S
-> S a map such that, denoting ^(A,i) = Xs,
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X(jxs) = (X ■p)s
Is = 5

X(s © t) = Xs © Ac

(left action),
(unitariness),

(homomorphism)

for all X, p G R+ and s, t G S. We call S a semivector space. When S is a
Hausdorff space and the operations © and ^ are both continuous, we call S a
topological semivector space.

Thus, real vector spaces are all semivector spaces, so that the topological
vector spaces we speak of are those with Hausdorff topology.
2. Semivector hyperspaces of topological vector spaces. Let A be a real vector
space, and e its identity element. Now [A] is a semivector space with identity

[e] when A © A = [a + b\a G A,b G A) and A/l = [Xa\a G A), where +
stands for vector addition in L(A,B G [A],A G A+). Furthermore, £[A]
C [A] is also a semivector space and is pointwise convex, i.e., {A} is convex for
each A G 2.[A]. In fact 2[A] is the largest pointwise convex subset of [A]: If

A G [A] and A/1 ® X'A G A for each X = (1 - A') G [0,1], then ACL
must be convex.
From here on, A will always be a topological vector space.
Now %[L] G [A] is a semivector subspace and 3(S[A] is the largest pointwise
convex semivector subspace of %[L\. Also, the origin 0[A] = 0%[L] = 0S[A]
= 09(E[A] = {{e}}is singleton. A. A. The uniform topology on %[L] coincides

with the finite topology [1, p. 153, 1.1 and p. 160,3.3].
2.1. Proposition.

(1) %[L] is a topological semivector space, locally compact

iff A is. (2) The map f: x t-* {x} (x G A) iseomorphically
topological semivector subspace !X2,[A] C %[L].

embeds

L into the

Proof, (ad (1)). %[L] is Hausdorff as A is (see [1, p. 164, 4.9.8]) and will be
locally compact iff A is locally compact (see [1, p. 164, 4.9.12]). This leaves to
show only the continuity of the operations © and ^ of %[L]. The continuity
of vector addition +: A X A -» A implies the continuity of the map +: [A X A]

-> [A] defined by +(/») = [a + b\(a,b) G A} (A G [A X A]) (see [1, p. 169,
5.9.1]). Thus, the restriction of + to the space S = {CX A|C,A G 3C[A]j
C %[L X A] of compact boxes is also continuous. Furthermore, the Cartesian
product 7r(C,D) = C X D is continuous on %[L] X %[L] -* % (see Theorem 3
of [3]). Now © is simply the composition © = + o tt: 3C[L]X %[L] -» %[L],
and so is continuous. Similarly, the continuity of scalar multiplication

A+ X A -> A implies that of scalar multiplication ^: A+ X %[L] -» %[L\.
(ad (2)). From (1) it follows that the space <M[L] C %[L] is a topological
semivector space. Now the map I is a homeomorphism [1, p. 155, 2] and is
easily checked to be a homomorphism.
□

2.2 Proposition.

(1) 9C&[A]
is cancellative. (2) In fact, for all A, B, C G [A],

whenever (i) A is bounded and C is closed and convex, or (ii) A is compact and C
is open and convex, we have AcAffiC=>e-GC
(or, equivalently, B ffi A

G B © C => A C C).
Proof,

(ad (1)). Since 9CS[A]is a pointwise convex (Hausdorff) topological
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semivector space with singleton origin, (1) follows from [2, Theorem 2.11]; it
also follows directly from (2)(i), proved below.

(ad (2)). Let B, C E [L] with C convex.
(i) Assume B bounded and C closed, and that B E B ffi C. Now, for any
b(i) E B, we have b{i) = b{i + 1) + c(i + 1) for some b{i + 1) G B and
c(/+l)eC(/
= 0,l,2,..,),
so that 6(0) - 6(h) = 2lNc{i){N = {!,.. .,n);n
= 1,2,...)
and, denoting c(rt) = n~x ^Nc(i),
the convexity of C gives
c(rt) G C, while the boundedness of B implies that c(n) = n~x{b{0) — b{n))
converges to e as « goes to oo. As C is closed, the limit point e E C.
(ii) Assume B compact and C open, and that 73 C 75ffi C. Denoting

Cb = {b}© C for every bEB,

{Cb\b E B) is then an open cover of B,

admitting a finite subcover {Cbij\\i EM).

Now, for every ;' G M, there is a

j E M, such that b{i) E {b{f)} ffi C and, hence

2K0eS(W;)}®c)
iV

N

for some subset N E M, where ^ is to 2 as ffi is to +. As C is convex, we
may write

%({b(j)}®C)=(-2b(j))®nC
N

(see [2, p. 122]). Denoting

\N

)

b = n~x 2;v K)\

where n = #A, we therefore

have b E {73}ffi C, whereby e G C.
(To see the claimed equivalence, first note that, if B ® A C 7? ffi C =*•^4

C C for all A E [L], then the case of A = {e}yields BCB®C=>eEC.
For the rest, assume 7?C7?ffiC=>t?GC

whenever (i) or (ii), and take any

A E [L] with B ffiA C B ffi C. Pick any a E A, so that 73ffi {a} C 73ffi C,
hence 5 C B ffi C ffi {a-}, where a~ is the additive inverse of a. Now C
ffi {a~} is closed and convex (resp., open and convex) whenever C is so. Thus,
whether (i) or (ii) is the case, e G C ffi {a~}, i.e., a E C, showing A C C.) □
2.3 Theorem. If X C L is nonempty compact and convex, then cX£l[X]
C 3C£[L] is {nonempty) compact and convex.

Proof. Let X c L be nonempty compact and convex. The uniform
topology which the (uniform space) X determines for %[X] yields %[X]
compact Hausdorff, since X is compact Hausdorff (see [1, p. 160, 3.3 and p.
164, 4.9.12]). Furthermore, %[X] inherits the same topology as a subspace of

%[L] as it receives from X (see [1, p. 167, 5.2.3 and 5.2.3']), so that
%[X] C %[L] is compact Hausdorff.
Now 5C2JA] C %[X] is clearly nonempty and convex, since X is so. This
leaves only to show that <M[X] C %[X] is closed. To that end, let f be a
converging filterbase in !KS[A]. Since %[X] is compact Hausdorff, the limit
point, say Q, is unique and Q E %[X]. We show that Q is also convex.

For each A G [0,1], denote A' = (1 - A) and define the map £2Aon %[X]
through QX(P) = XP @X'P(P E %[X]). Since scalar multiplication in L is
continuous, for each A G [0,1], A3C[A] C %[L] and S2Ais a continuous mapping of %[X] into %[L]; in fact, from the convexity of X one easily sees that
J2A(DC[A])
C %[X] and that the restriction of fix to 5(2,[A] is nothing but the
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identity map of <M[X]. Also, given a A G %[X], if fiA(A) C A for each

A G [0,1], then A G m[X]. Take any X G [0,1]. We show that QX(Q) = QLet °VC 9C[A]be any nbd of £2A(Q)G %[X]. As fix is continuous, there is a
nbd % C %[A] of Q G ^C[A]such that fix(%) C "ViAs f converges to Q, there
is some <¥ G f with <¥ C <&.But <¥ C 9©[A], so that <¥ = fix(<¥) c ^W
C "if.This shows that f converges to Slx(Q)'<an^, the limit point being unique,

®\(Q) = 2- Then Q G 9C&[A],
showing that 9C£[A]is closed and completing
the proof. D
3. Embedding CK2,[L]in a topological vector space. A subset of the semivector
space [A], to be embeddable in a vector space, must clearly be pointwise
convex and cancellative. Now the largest pointwise convex set in [A] is S[A],
but clearly 2[A] fails to be cancellative and is, therefore, not embeddable in a
vector space. On the other hand, we have just extended the operations of A to
5CS[A] (see 2.1), and this is a topological semivector space which is both
pointwise convex and cancellative (2.2). In standard fashion (see also [2, 2.9])
we embed it in
The real vector space & Denoting §>= 5CS[A]X 9C£[A], equip S with coordinatewise addition (A, A) © (C,D) = (A © C, A © D) and define the equiva-

lence relation § c S through (A, B)@(C,Z))<=>/f©A

= A©C, so that g is a

semigroup congruence and the quotient £ = S/S is a group. Denote the
equivalence class of (,4, A) by [A,B], and define scalar multiplication xp: A X £

-> £ by setting xp(X,[A,B})= [XA,XB]if A > 0 and xp(X,[A,B])= [|A|A,
|X\A] if A < 0. Now £ is a real vector space and the map $ which sends each
A G !KS[A] to the equivalence class [2A, A] G £ is an algebraic isomorphism
embedding

5CS[A] into £. Evidently,

£ is, up to an isomorphism,

the smallest

vector space in which 3C2,[A]may be algebraically embedded. A. A. Clearly,
[A, A] = [A, A] for all A, B G 9(2[A], and this equivalence class is the identity
element of £.
From here on A will always be locally convex.

We now take a fundamental system % = [Ua\a G &) of symmetric open
convex nbds of the identity e in L, and for £ we define

The topology ?T:For each a G &, declare %a = {[A, A] G £|A C A © Ua,A
C A © Ua) to be an open nbd of the identity element [A, A] of £; and, for each

[A,Q] G £, declare [A,Q] © <¥„ to be an open nbd of [A,Q], (We check that,
given [A,B] G <¥a and (C,D) G [A,B], D C C © Ua and C C D © Ua:
As (C,D) G [A,B], we have A © D = A © C, while [A,B] G %a implies A
C A © Ua, whereby A © D G B © D © Ua, so that A©CcAffiA©L/a,
from which 2.2(2)(ii) implies C C D © Ua; similarly, D C C © Ua.)
3.1. Theorem.

(1) £ equipped with the topology 5"is a topological vector space,

and (2) %embeds CK2\L]iseomorphically in £.
Proof, (ad (1)). To see that the family <¥ = {%„!« G &} is a local base for
a Hausdorff vector topology on £, we note that each Gl£ais symmetric, and

check that:
(i) For each pair a, B G &, there is a y G & such that "¥Y C %a n %p:
Choose
y G (£ such that Uy C Ua n c/g.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(ii) For each a E &, there is a B E & such that %p ffi %p C %a: Choose

B E & such that Up® Up C Ua.
(iii) For each a G &, there is a B E & such that X^p C ^ifa for each scalar
A G 7?with |A| < 1: Choose B E &such that Ac/^ C £/„for each A G F with

\X\ < 1.
(iv) Given any [A,B] E £ and a E &, there is a A G R such that [.4,73]
G A<¥a: Taking any bEB, for each a£/l
find Xa E R such that a E XaUa
ffi {6}, where we may assume Aa > 0 since Ua is symmetric.

Then, for each

a E A, a E Xa Ua ffi 73,and so {AaUa ffi 7?|a G A} is an open cover of A and,
since A E Lis compact, there is a finite subcover {Aa(,)£/„ ffi 73|/ = 1,..., m).
Defining A^ — Max{Xaixy ... ,Xa,mX), now A E XAUa® B. Finding XB in
similar fashion and setting A = Max(A/4,AB) we see that [A,B] E X%a.
(v) (\&%a = {[>M]} (where [A,A] is the identity

element

of £): [A,A]

E f"yWa, since [A,A] E <¥a for each a E &. On the other hand, if 73,C
E <M[L] are distinct, then there is a j3 G fl such that 73 Ct C ffi C/gor C

Ct 73ffi Up, so that [73,C] G %p and [73,C] G fyWa.
(ad (2)). Having already seen that g.is an algebraic isomorphism, all we need
to check here is that $ is continuous and open. A basic open nbd of an element

P E 3<2[L] is of the form ^(P)
ffi Uj (a E &). A
subspace topology
= ([2F,F] ffi <¥a)
formula9(%a(P))

= {Q E 'M[L]\P C Q® Ua,Q C P

basic open nbd of %(P) = [2P,P] E £ according to the
of g(5iS[L]) determined by 5" is of the form W^P)
n vCM[L]) (a E &). What we actually show now is the
= Wa(P).

Let [2(2,(2]G »C^a(F)), so that P C Q ffi Uaand Q C P ffi Ua. Let

M,73]= [2(2,2] © [F2F] = [2Q ffiP,Q ffi2F],
so that A ® Q®2P = B ®2Q ® P, i.e., ^ ffi 7*= 73ffi Q. Now A ® P E A
® Q® Ua, so we have B®QEA®Q®Ua,
and 2.2(2)(ii) then yields
B E A ® Ua. Similarly, A E B ® Ua, so that [A,B] E <¥„ and [2£>,g]
= [2F,F] ffi [/1,73] G <¥„(F), i.e., »(<?La(F)) C <W„(F). Now take any element of 6uj'a(P), i.e., a point

[2(2,C] = [2F,F] ffi [^,73] = [2P® A,P® B]
with /I C 5 ffi Ua and 73 C A ffi (/„. Then 2£>ffi 7>ffi 73 = Q ffi 2F ffi ^, so
that 2.2(2)(ii) gives Q ffi B = P ffiA E P ® B ® Ua and Q E P ® Ua. Similarly, P E Q®Ua so Q E %a(P) and [2g,e] = »(G) 6 »(%«(/')), showing <Wa(F) C 9(%a(F)). We conclude that 9(%„(P)) = <W„(F), and this
completes the proof.
3.2 Theorem.

□

£ with the topology 5"is locally convex.

Proof. W.l.o.g., we may assume that, for each a E &, Ua is convex, circled,
and radial at e and that, for each nonzero XER, XUa E 6ll. Let a E &. It is
straightforward
to check that (i) elSa is circled and (ii) for each nonzero
A G R, X%a E <¥. To check that (iii) %a is convex, let [A,B],[C,D]

E <¥„and A = (1 - A') G [0,1]. Now X[A,B]ffiX'[C,D] = [XAffiA'C,A73
ffi X'D]; and, since Ua is convex, we have XUa ffi X'Ua = Ua. Now [A, 73],[C, D]
G <¥a says ^ C 73ffi Ua and C C D ffi 7/0, so that
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XA © A'C C AA © X'D © AAa© X'Ua.
Similarly, AA © A'A C XA ® A'C © Ua. Thus, [XA © A'C,AA © A'A] G %a,
showing that %a is convex. This in conjunction with (iv) in the proof of 3.1(1)
implies that (iv) ■¥„ is radial at the identity element [A, A] of £. Thus, % is a
local base for a (unique) locally convex topology in £.
□

3.3 Theorem (RAdstrom [4]). (1) £ with the topology 9"is normable iff L is
normable, and (2) if A is normed, £ admits a norm for which I and %are isometries.

Proof, (ad (1)). "Only if" is obvious from the conjunction of 2.1(2) and
3.1(2). To see "if", assume that A is normed by a norm p, so that V
= {x G A|p(x) < 1} = Ua for some a G &. Thus,

<¥a = {[A,B] G t\A C A © V,B C A © V) G <¥.
Since V is radial at the origin, circled, convex and bounded, one easily checks
(see also the proof of 3.1(1)) that %a has these properties too, so that (the
Hausdorff space) £ is normable, proving (1).
(ad (2)). In fact, the Minkowski functional p* of <¥a is a norm for £ and,
computing that p*[2A, A] = Suppp(^) for each A G 5{S[A], one easily sees [
and # to be isometries.
□
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